
Entertainment

Shopping Malls and Markets

The markets of every city have their own attractions, but the attractiveness of the markets in free

zones is doubled. The variety of goods, reasonable prices, and remarkable quality have made the

shops of the Chabahar Free Zone famous. This complex includes 6 passages named Tis Ferdows,

.Salehiar, Sadaf, Pardis, and Abrisham

 

 

 

The Cultural and Artistic Place of Milad

On  particular  days  of  the  year,  the  Chabahar  Free  Zone  holds  special  festivities  in  which

participating is one of the best steps to get acquainted with Baluchi culture. The region's festivals are

held on all nights of Nowruz, the monsoon days in summer and one week in autumn. Baluchi music

is a regular feature of these festivals, which provides a unique opportunity for the audience to get

familiarized with the rich music culture of the Baluchistan province. In recent years, at Nowruz,

competitions have been held to identify talented young Baluch singers and musicians, entitled the

"Zimol  Festival”  that  its  reputation  has  spread  across  the  region  and  found  a  trans-regional

.audience

 



 

Diving Training Center

Unique species of soft corals, deer antlers, kernels, blackbirds, etc., in addition to algal zones, have

made Chabahar Bay a desirable habitat  for  ornamental  fish.  It  can be said that  Chabahar Bay is  a

large  natural  aquarium  that  its  underwater  wonders  can  delight  any  spectator.  So  the  first

opportunity for fun in the Chabahar Free Zone is to dive in the water and watch the unknown

.underwater world

To dive into the Oman Sea and see the unknown underwater world, you have to go to the free zone

diving school. The school has teachers who, with a few hours of training, prepare you to dive into the

.sea





 

Water Recreations in Chabahar Free Zone

Iran has  only  one beach point  where surfing is  available,  which belongs  to  the village  of  Ramin in

Chabahar. The special location and the waves of the beach create suitable conditions for surfing. In

addition to boat riding, banana and shuttle rides can make your trip to Chabahar memorable.

Banana is a banana-shaped boat and the shuttle is a tube that comes in different sizes and is filled

with air. This tube stands on the water and a boat pulls it in all directions. Jet skiing and fishing are

.other enjoyable water sports in Chabahar



 

 

Tiss Beach Resort

The calmness and very low slope of Tis beach have provided children with the pleasure of playing

and swimming in the sea with safety and peace of mind. There is also the opportunity to swim in the

waters of the Oman Sea for adults. The beach also has facilities such as pavilions, showers, snacks,

and  restaurants.  Leisure  activities  such  as  boat  riding,  inflatable  pools,  and  water  slides  are  also

.provided  there






